


REVIEW

with tood instrumental separation

enabling me to hear into the dense

mixes with ease,

lndeed, theVena is adept at

revealinS details that some other
amplifiers around this price can

miss.Take loy Division!'Shes Lost

Control' a 24196 file played into
the USB input via a MacBook Pro.

On this the Quad lets you l<now

producer Martin Hannett has multi-
rracked singer lan Curtist vocals to
get the desired edgy effect of the

song - whereas on lesser amplifiers it
comes over as more of an echo.

Push up the volume and theVena

sounded subjectively more powerful

than its 45 Watts specification would
suttest.There was little sense of
strain as the music Srew louder and

the 'speal<ers were struggling before

the Quad showed any sense of
difficulty or harshness.

Not that theVena ever does

sound harsh. lf anything there's a

slight sense of warmth to the overall

Presentation that means it sounds

smooth and easy on the ear at all

times.
Dont take that to mean laid

back thouSh, because feed it some

uPxemPo music and ir can rock along

with the best. Led Zeppelin!'Blacl(
Dog' thundered out with exhila-

rating drive and verve,

Similarly,The Turtle Creek
Chorale's recording of John
Rutter's'Requiem' captured all the
atmosphere of the venue with a deep

acoustic space surrounding the voices

and instruments,

Switching from theAcoustic
Energy'speakers to a pair of bi8

Tannoy Kensingtons (see review this

issue) really showed how good the

Quad can be. Costing some f 10,000

the Tannoys probably don't often get

paired with {600 amplifiers - but the

Quad didnt disgrace itsell
The Allegri Strint QuarteCs

'Beethoven Quartets Opus l8'was
clean, clear and well-placed - the
strints having just the right amount

of biae and timbre to bring the music

to life.

Yes, something like the Quad

QIYPs will give you more atmosphere

and tonal accuracy but they'll also

empry your Pockers by another
{1,800!And nor will they have the
handy Bluetooth connectivity. Some

hi-fi diehards might decry this feature

but therei somethint undeniably

handy about streaming music to the
Vena from your mobile device in this

way when you walk in the house.

The quality is also better than

you might

Played this

wayThe
Smiths'

'Rusholme

Ruffians" had

real bounce

and enough

definition

to reveal all

of.lohnny
Larr's studio
tricl<ery.Yes,

it lacked

some detail

but it is

eminentjy
listenable

c0Nctust0N
This js an extremely impressive piece

of equipment from Quad.Too often.

with manufacturers cramming more
and more connections and diSital

electronics into boxes the sound can

M EASUREII PEB FllRMAIIICE
The Vena uses a well developed

analogue amplffier that provides 55

Watts into 8 0hms and 72 Watts into

4 ohms, changing its distortion pattern

little as power increases from low to

hiqh, one of our standard checks, made

at lkHz and l0kHz. lt is lokHz that

counts since this is where open loop

gain is falling and distortion increasing

in transistor amps, explaining their

less than pleasant treble, but the

Vena produced little treble distortion,

FREAUENCY RESPONSE

tal<e a bacl< seat. Not here. One feels

Quad have concentrated on building

a great-sounding amplifier first and

then carefully worl<ed out how to fit
the various input options around it.

They've succeeded superbly.

0.04% at 1 Watt, and the harmonic

structure did not change whh level.

Add in treble that rolls off above 20kHz

and you have a classic 0uad amplifiet

smooth and easy on the ear

The Coax electrical S/PDIF diqital

input accepted sample rates up to

192kHz, and the T0SLINK optical

receivers manaqed this as well {manv

reach 96kHz maximum). The USB input

also accepted 192kHz data from a

l\4acBook Pro, where aqain 96kHz is a

common maximum. Frequency response

through S/PDIF rclled ofl slowly and

smoothly above 26kHz, IJSB having a

little more bandwidth. Distortion was

very low with 24bit resolution data,

at -60d8 measuring just 0.06%. EIAJ

Dynamic Range via S/PDIF was high at

111d8 but th€ tisB receiver was noisier

than some, limitinq this input to 104d8

EIAJ Dynamic Bange.

The Vena measured well all round,

with the exception ot USB where the

receiver adds a little noise. NK

Power 55wattb
Aux 1

frequencyrespo[se 5Hz-37kHz

Separation 92dB

Noise .S7dB

Distortion 0.04Yo

Sensitivity 530mV

Digital (S/PDlt, Coax)
Frequency response {192k)
5Hz-26kHz
Distortion{24bit-60d8) 0.06%
Dynamic range llldB

A substantial
toroidal-based
power supply
is allied to the
latest digital
technology.

DISTORTION

OUAD VENA
AMPLIFIER/DAC/
BLUETOOTH
STREAMER f599

oa00@f
oUISTANDING - amongst
lhe best

VALUE - keenly priced

VEBDICT
A crack ng all inclusive
prod!ct from 0uad at a

bargain pr ce. Capable of

foming the heart of a very
good hi-f system

FOB

- smooth, detailed sound

Eluetooth compat ble

AGAINST
nothing at ihe price

0uad

+44 (0i1480 452561
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